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I. PREPARATION OF OCS MOLECULES IN11

THE ROTATIONAL GROUND STATE12

Preparing a well-defined initial quantum state is a fun-13

damental prerequisite for practical quantum control. In14

this Supplementary information, we explain an experi-15

mental method to select OCS molecules in the rotational16

ground state from a thermal ensemble by using a molec-17

ular deflector [1].18

OCS molecules in the rotational ground state are pre-19

pared in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1a. The20

sample gas of 5% OCS molecules buffered with 50-bar He21

is supplied into the vacuum chamber through a pulsed22

valve. The sample molecules pass through a 3-mm-23

diam skimmer and enter the home-built molecular de-24

flector [2, 3], where the molecules are vertically deflected25

depending on the initial rotational states. 1-mm- and26

1.5-mm-diam skimmers are installed at the entrance and27

the exit of the deflector, respectively, which confine the28

molecular beam profile obtained without deflection. The29

molecular beam is vertically deflected by applying a high30

voltage to the deflector. The deflected molecules en-31

ter the interaction region with focused pump and probe32

pulses 215-mm downstream from the exit of the molecu-33

lar deflector as shown in Fig. 1b. The degree of molecular34

deflection is measured by changing the vertical position35

of the focusing lens while detecting the signal intensities36

of OCS+ ions as shown in Fig. 1c.37

Figure 1d shows the observed vertical profiles of molec-38

ular beams for a few voltages applied to the upper elec-39

trode of the molecular deflector. The profile measured40

at the 0-kV condition is determined by the geometry pa-41

rameters including the diameters of the skimmers. By42

applying 5 kV to the electrode, the shape of the profile43

is modified, when the signal intensity is reduced in the44

lower part and is increased in the upper part. When the45

voltage of 8 kV is applied, the profile is further shifted46

upward and extends up to 1.4 mm in the y−direction.47

We set the position of the focusing lens at 1.25 mm in48

the present experiment. As discussed below, the popu-49

lation of the ground |0, 0〉 state is estimated to be more50
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than 94% at this position.51

II. TRAJECTORY SIMULATION52

In order to estimate the initial rotational state of53

the samples, we performed molecular trajectory simu-54

lations by solving Newtonian equations of motion for55

each rotational state |J,M〉. For each state, 105 num-56

ber of particles are simulated with randomly generated57

initial velocities, for which Von Neumann’s rejection al-58

gorithm is used [4]. The generated velocity distribu-59

tion (vx, vy, vz) of particles follows a Gaussian distribu-60

tion, e(vx)
2/(2v2wx) × e(vy)

2/(2v2wy) × e(vz−v0)2/(2v2wz). The61

central carrier velocity v0 is determined as ∼1350 m/s62

from our experimental observation D/T with D and T63

the traveling distance and time of the molecular beam64

from the nozzle of a pulsed valve to the interaction65

point, respectively. The other parameters are set at66

vwx = vwy = 0.45 m/s and vwz = 13.5 m/s to fit the67

simulation results with the experimental observations.68

Figure 1b shows the geometrical parameters used for69

the simulations. The nozzle of the pulsed valve is re-70

garded as a point source of OCS molecules. The molecu-71

lar beam is skimmed by a 3-mm-diam skimmer positioned72

150-mm downstream and enters the deflector (vertical73

Stark accelerator) with two skimmers. Some particles74

which cannot pass through the skimmers are rejected75

in the simulations. In the Stark acceleration region,76

each particle experiences force F = − ~∇εStark(J,M) ≡77

−( ~∇|E|) · dεStark(J,M)
d|E| with εStark(J,M) the Stark-shifted78

energy of the rotational state |J,M〉 and |E| the field79

strength.80

The xy-spatial distribution of the electric field strength81

generated in the molecular deflector is shown in Fig. 1e.82

The y-dependent field gradient ∂|E|
∂y is positive through-83

out the area, so that the high (low) field-seekers are de-84

flected upward (downward). In Fig. 1f, the Stark energies85

are shown as a function of the electric field. The pink-86

shaded region shows the relevant range of the electric87

field strength in the 8-kV-applied deflector. In this re-88

gion, some rotational states such as |0, 0〉, |1, 1〉 and |2, 2〉89

are high-field seekers, judged from gradients of their en-90

ergy curves. The deflected spatial profiles of the several91
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lowest-lying states are shown in Fig. 1g. The Boltzmann92

distribution is assumed with the rotational temperature93

of 3 K.94

In Fig. 1d, summations of the simulated profiles are95

also shown with experimental observations. To fit the96

simulation results with the experiments, free parameters97

such as the velocity distribution of the molecular beam98

and the rotational temperature are optimized. From the99

best-matched simulation result, we estimated the rota-100

tional state distribution at the interaction point y = 1.25101

mm. 94% of |0, 0〉, 3% of |1, 1〉 state, and the rest 3% of102

degenerate |1,−1〉 state are included, meaning that most103

of OCS molecules are in the rotational ground sate in104

this condition. In the earlier experiment performed in our105

group, we examined the ground state purity by observing106

the revival structure of field-free molecular alignment [5].107
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FIG. 1. Molecular deflection measurements and the trajectory simulations. a, Schematic representation of the
experimental setup for molecular deflection. b, Geometry used in molecular trajectory simulations. c, Schematic drawing of
molecular beam profile measurement. d, Vertical profiles of molecular beams for different applied voltages. Symbols show the
experimental results and the solid lines show the results of trajectory simulations. e, 2-dimensional distribution of the electric
field strength in between 8-kV-applied electrodes of the deflector. f, Stark-shifted energies of several lowest-lying rotational
quantum states of an OCS molecule. g, Simulated vertical profiles of individual rotational quantum states, when 8-kV deflection
voltage is applied. Each profile is shown by considering a Boltzmann distribution weight for the rotational temperature of 3 K.
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